
Sheepskin Jackets - How to buy Real Sheepskin Jackets

There is a saying “what comes around – goes around” I think that is so true when it comes to fashion. 
Especially, winter fashions as classic jackets are never out of style. One of the most popular is sheepskin 
jacket.  Such as the ever famous sheepskin flying jackets that was designed by WW II icon, parachutist 
and stuntman Leslie Irvin. These classic jackets are never out of style and have set the standards of a
good flying jacket. 

Sheepskin jackets, at least the real ones don’t cost a dime they cost hundreds and thousand of dollars. 
Thus, it is best to be knowledgeable on what is the real to the fake one. Here are some few tips that 
would hopefully help buyers of these classic jackets have their money’s worth and get yourself a top 
quality jacket.

Price tag
Sheepskin jackets are not cheap. So, if a store or somebody is selling you for something that is very 
cheap chances are they are the synthetic fake ones.  If you are keen on owning this kind of jacket 
prepare big bucks as this is not a jacket for the poor and homeless.  The process can go over thousands 
of dollars whilst a fake can cost anywhere around $50. So, if the price tag is cheap then immediately 
have doubts and you already know that you are holding a fake one. 

Tanned are tangible
There are so many fake and authentic sheepskin jackets online. The problem is you wont able to feel, 
see, and smell the jacket you are buying. To make sure your thousand dollars won’t go down the drain 
go and meet your sheepskin jacket at a real walk in store. In this way, you are able to check the quality 
and the fit of the jacket. 

Fit the jacket it is supposed to be warm, really warm. Check the material, it should be tanned not leather 
then take furs and glued or stitched it to the jacket. Sheepskin material is sheep skin from the hide and 
the wool was left attached to the skin before it is tanned. After it is tanned the natural color of the 
sheepskin is white and gray. Sometimes they would dye it that is now leather. 

Smell the jacket, it should have the tanning and salted smell on it. Look at hand of the jacket, make sure 
it is smooth and supple. There should be no cracks or dry skin and take particular part on the smell of 
the material.  

And lastly don’t forget to check the zipper and the buttons. Try the whole jacket on, zip it and button it 
feel the whole experience. 

Once you have taken these simple considerations of a real sheepskin jacket then you are now confident 
that what you are sporting is a real and authentic sheepskin jacket. 


